Binocular Summation of Contrast Remains Intact in
Strabismic Amblyopia
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PURPOSE. Strabismic amblyopia is typically associated with several visual deficits, including loss of contrast sensitivity in the
amblyopic eye and abnormal binocular vision. Binocular summation ratios (BSRs) are usually assessed by comparing contrast
sensitivity for binocular stimuli (sensBIN) with that measured in
the good eye alone (sensGOOD), giving BSR ⫽ sensBIN/
sensGOOD. This calculation provides an operational index of
clinical binocular function, but does not assess whether neuronal mechanisms for binocular summation of contrast remain
intact. This study was conducted to investigate this question.
METHODS. Horizontal sine-wave gratings were used as stimuli (3
or 9 cyc/deg; 200 ms), and the conventional method of assessment (above) was compared with one in which the contrast in
the amblyopic eye was adjusted (normalized) to equate monocular sensitivities.
RESULTS. In nine strabismic amblyopes (mean age, 32 years),
the results confirmed that the BSR was close to unity when the
conventional method was used (little or no binocular advantage), but increased to approximately √2 or higher when the
normalization method was used. The results were similar to
those for normal control subjects (n ⫽ 3; mean age, 38 years)
and were consistent with the physiological summation of contrast between the eyes. When the normal observers performed
the experiments with a neutral-density (ND) filter in front of
one eye, their performance was similar to that of the amblyopes in both methods of assessment.
CONCLUSIONS. The results indicate that strabismic amblyopes
have mechanisms for binocular summation of contrast and that
the amblyopic deficits of binocularity can be simulated with an
ND filter. The implications of these results for best clinical
practice are discussed. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2007;48:
5332–5338) DOI:10.1167/iovs.07-0194

A

mblyopia is a developmental condition that arises when
the input to one eye is disturbed during a critical period.
Common causes of disturbance include strabismus (squint),
anisometropia (refractive difference between the eyes), and
congenital cataract. Amblyopes usually have abnormal binocular vision and contrast sensitivity that is impaired in the affected eye, often severely.1– 4 If the ocular defect is not cor-
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rected until after the critical period, the deficits remain into
adulthood.5 Because these visual deficits cannot be corrected
optically or surgically, the problem is likely to be neurological
and presumably cortical,6,7 though some work has also implicated the lateral geniculate nucleus.8,9
Of particular interest is abnormal binocular contrast vision,
which has been revealed by acuity tasks,10 –12 and poor binocular summation of contrast at detection threshold.3,4,13–17 The
binocular summation ratio is the ratio of binocular to monocular sensitivities, often measured for sine-wave gratings, and is
an indication of binocular advantage. For example, a binocular
summation ratio of unity indicates no binocular advantage,
whereas a ratio of two indicates that contrast sensitivity is
twice as high with two eyes as with one.
The binocular summation ratio for normal observers is ⬃1.4
(√2),18 or, typically, slightly higher,19 –21 and is attributed to
physiological summation of the two monocular signals.18,21–23
However, binocular summation ratios are typically lower than
this in amblyopic observers (near unity), particularly at high
spatial frequencies.14 This has led to a view that mechanisms
for binocular summation of contrast are compromised in amblyopia and are possibly absent at higher spatial frequencies.3,4,10 This in turn is supported by findings in studies at the
cellular level in which kittens with artificially induced strabismus have been found to have fewer binocular neurons than
normal.6,24,25
However, another interpretation is possible. In most clinical
studies, the binocular summation ratio is expressed as binocular sensitivity relative to the monocular performance of the
best eye.4,10,14,15,17,26 –32 But most amblyopes have strong
asymmetries of contrast sensitivity across the eyes. Thus, the
contribution from the amblyopic eye during binocular stimulation may be too weak to affect performance.10 In other
words, conventional measures of binocular summation ratios
provide a useful operational metric for binocular advantage,
but do not indicate the integrity of neural convergence of
signals between the eyes. To address this problem, we used
horizontal sine-wave gratings (3 or 9 cyc/deg) to measure
contrast sensitivity for each of the two eyes in both amblyopic
and normal observers. We then adjusted the contrast in the less
sensitive eye, to equate monocular detectability for binocular
gratings. From this, we derived unbiased estimates of binocular
summation.

METHODS
Apparatus and Stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a monitor (120 Hz, mean luminance 200
cd/m2; Clinton Monoray; Cambridge Research Systems [CRS], Kent,
UK) using a specialist stimulus generator (VSG 2/5; CRS) controlled by
a computer and gamma-corrected to ensure linearity. Ferroelectric
shutter goggles (CRS, FE-1) were used to present grating contrasts to
the two eyes independently by synchronizing the goggles with the
monitor and using a frame-interleaving technique. This setup gave an
image refresh rate of 60 Hz. The goggles acted as a neutral-density (ND)
filter (an attenuation of 0.6 log units) and further halved the overall
luminance because they were closed on every other frame for each
eye. Thus, the effective mean luminance was 25 cd/m2.
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TABLE 1. Clinical and Demographic Details of Amblyopic Observers
Obs.

Eye

Type

Refraction

Acuity

Grating
Acuity

ADS
21/F

RE
LE

Strab.
Normal

⭋
⫺0.5 DS

20/125
20/20

35.9
45.0

AR
47/M

RE
LE

Normal
Strab.

⭋
⭋

20/20
20/50

EMD
43/F

RE
LE

Normal
Strab.

⫹0.75 DS
⫹0.75 DS

GN
31/M

RE
LE

Strab.
Normal

JL
29/M

RE
LE

KDJ
22/M

Squint

Prism

History, Stereo

ET 15°

10 D

Detected age 4 y, patching at
4 y for 6 mo, surgery at 7 y

39.9
24.5

ET 1°

None

20/16
20/63

60.9
26.4

ET 5°

3D

⫹5–2, 120°
⫹3.5–1, 75°

20/200
20/20

26.4
61.0

ET 8°

3D

Normal
Mixed

⭋
⫹2.5 DS

20/20
20/40

44.9
35.7

XT 20°

10 D⫻2

RE
LE

Strab.
Normal

⫹1 DS
⭋

20/50
20/25

29.9
49.0

XT 4.5°

3D

Detected age 5 y, patching
for 6 mo and glasses until
14 y

ML
24/F

RE
LE

Mixed
Normal

⫹1.0–0.75 90°
⫺3.25 DS

20/80
20/25

31.2
37.2

ET 6°

3D

Detected age 5 y, patching
for 2 y

RDB
51/F

RE
LE

Normal
Strab.

⫹3.25 DS
⫹4.75–0.75, 45°

20/15
20/40

46.5
32.3

XT 15°

8D

Detected age 6 y, no
patching, no surgery

VD
24/F

RE
LE

Normal
Strab.

⫹0.25 DS
⫹2.75 DS

20/20
20/40

—
—

ET 3°

3D

Detected age 5 y, patching,
no surgery

Detected age 20 y, no
patching, no glasses
Detected age 6 y, patching
for 1 y, near normal local
stereo
Detected age 5 y, patching 3
mo, surgery at 10 y
Detected age 4 y, no
patching

Grating acuity is in cycles per degree, for horizontal gratings. Visual acuity was assessed with a logMAR chart. Unless otherwise stated, subjects
had not undergone surgery to correct strabismus. Apart from EMD, all amblyopes were stereoblind, as measured with a random dot chart. Eccentric
fixation was measured with a visuscope, and subjects with gross eccentric fixation were excluded from the study. Obs., observer; M, male; F,
female; Strab., strabismus; RE, right eye; LE, left eye; ET, esotropia; XT, exotropia; ⭋, no correction required.
Stimuli were large (diameter, 5°) circular patches of horizontal
sinusoidal grating, with a spatial frequency of either 3 cyc/deg (15
cycles full width) or 9 cyc/deg (45 cycles full width). A raised sine
envelope with a period of 1° smoothed the outer edge of the stimulus.
The grating stimuli were presented to either the left or right eye only
(monocular) or both eyes simultaneously (binocular). Note that in all
three conditions, the same mean luminance was presented to both
eyes (i.e., patching was not used in the monocular conditions). The
contrast of the target grating was controlled using look-up tables and
pseudo 15-bit resolution, and is expressed as Michelson contrast in
percent:
c ⫽ 100

冉

冊

L max ⫺ Lmin
.
Lmax ⫹ Lmin

The phase of the grating relative to a central fixation point was chosen
randomly on each trial from one of four values (0°, 90°, 180°, and 270°).
Stimuli were presented for 200 ms in one of two intervals, each marked by
a beep, and separated by an interstimulus interval of 500 ms.

Observers
Three normal observers (authors DHB, RFH, and BM) participated as
the control. All were men with good stereovision (DHB, 24 years,
emmetropic, 20/20; RFH, 56 years, L ⫺3.00 DS, R ⫺3.25 DS, 20/16;
BM, 35 years, emmetropic, 20/20). These observers completed the
conventional summation experiment (described later) under normal
viewing conditions and also with a 1.5-log unit neutral-density (ND)
filter over the weaker eye (defined as the eye yielding the highest
monocular threshold during normal viewing). The purpose of the filter
was to reduce the sensitivity of one eye, with the goal of reducing the
binocular summation ratio measured in the conventional way.33 The
normalization experiment was also completed with the ND filter. We
refer to the eye with the ND filter as the bad eye in normal observers,
for convenient comparison with the amblyopes.
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Nine adult strabismic amblyopes completed the study, and were
reimbursed for their time. Their clinical and demographic details are
given in Table 1. All subjects wore their normal optical corrections
(having been verified with a subjective refraction) during testing.
Observers gave informed consent to participate in the study in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the ethical guidelines of the
host institution (McGill University).

Procedure and Analysis
Before testing began, the size of strabismus was measured for each
amblyopic observer with an amblyoscope (Lyle Major Amblyoscope;
Clement Clarke Ltd., Harlow, UK). This device required the observers
to move a handle until a nonius figure (a central circle with vertical
lines above for one eye and below for the other) was correctly aligned.
The adjustment from zero that was indicated by the instrument is
shown in Table 1. We then used prisms to compensate for the strabismus, so that the figure was aligned when the instrument read zero. The
appropriate prism was attached to the front of the goggles so that the
eyes were correctly aligned and converged on a central fixation point
during testing.
Observers were seated in a darkened room, 114 cm from the
display. The goggles were held on the head by an elasticized strap.
Performance was measured with a two-interval, forced-choice (2IFC)
method in which observers indicated which of two intervals contained
the test grating by pressing one of two mouse buttons. Intervals were
marked with an auditory beep, and auditory feedback was given to
indicate correctness of response. In the initial experiment (analyzed in
the conventional way), monocular (sensL and sensR) and binocular
(sensBIN) sensitivities (the reciprocal of detection thresholds) were
estimated in an interleaved design (described later). Thus, observers
were not precued to the stimulus conditions. In this experiment,
the binocular summation ratio (BSR) was given by BSR ⫽ sensBIN/
sensBEST, where sensBEST was the greater sensitivity measured in the
two monocular conditions.
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FIGURE 1. Binocular summation ratios for normal observers. Data are shown for (A) 3- and (B) 9-cyc/deg
gratings. Ratios were determined using the conventional method, in which binocular sensitivity is
compared with monocular sensitivity of the most sensitive eye, both with and without an ND filter. Results
are also shown for the normalization procedure. Error bars are ⫾1 SE of the geometric means of the
summation ratios over six repetitions for individual observers and across three observers for the average.
correct point on the fitted function, and slope was given by its SD ()
in log units, which was then converted to the more familiar ␤ parameter from the Weibull function by the conversion ␤ ⫽ 0.515/.37
Observers completed four (amblyopes) or six (controls) repetitions of
the conventional experiment and six repetitions of the normalization
experiment.

For the normalization experiment, there were two stages. The two
monocular conditions were run first to give estimates of the sensitivity
to the good (sensGOOD) and amblyopic (sensAMB) eyes, using an interleaved design. (Equivalently, for the normal observers this method was
used for the eye with the ND filter.) To normalize the contrasts in the
binocular stimulus, the contrast presented to the amblyopic eye was
adjusted by the factor sensGOOD/sensAMB. A binocular condition was
then run to determine sensBIN and the ratio BSR ⫽ sensBIN/sensGOOD.
Each experimental session lasted up to 10 minutes and involved
several three-down, one-up staircases,34 which adjusted stimulus contrast in logarithmic steps around threshold (3-dB step size, 12 reversals,
⬃40 trials per staircase). In the conventional experiment, one staircase
was used for each eye, and a third staircase was used for the binocular
condition. In the normalization experiment, pairs of staircases35 were
used for each of the three conditions.
Thresholds and slopes of the psychometric functions were determined for each session by Probit analysis.36 This procedure fits a
cumulative log-Gaussian function to the staircase data with a guess rate
of 50% (appropriate for 2IFC). Threshold was taken to be the 75%

RESULTS
Binocular summation ratios for the normal observers (controls)
are shown in Figure 1. Using the conventional method of
analysis, all observers showed normal binocular summation
ratios ⬎√2 for 3-cyc/deg gratings, consistent with neural binocular summation.18,21 For all three observers, the level of
binocular summation was slightly less with 9-cyc/deg gratings,
perhaps because of small asymmetries in detection thresholds
between the eyes (Table 2), or slight stimulus misalignments
(see the Discussion section). As expected, when an ND filter

TABLE 2. Interocular Sensitivity Ratios and Psychometric Slopes (␤) for the Two Stimuli
3 cyc/deg

Subject
Normal
DHB
RFH
BM
Mean
Strabismic
ADS
AR
EMD
GN
JL
KDJ
ML
RDB
VD
Mean

9 cyc/deg

Interocular
Sensitivity
Ratio

Good
Eye
␤

Bad
Eye
␤

Binocular
␤

Interocular
Sensitivity
Ratio

Good
Eye
␤

Bad
Eye
␤

Binocular
␤

5.04 (1.20)
7.45 (1.70)
5.87 (1.13)
6.04 (1.32)

4.26
5.46
3.43
4.31

4.06
5.07
4.09
4.38

4.65
5.18
4.42
4.74

6.12 (1.06)
9.00 (1.70)
9.97 (1.26)
8.06 (1.32)

2.88
3.28
2.66
2.93

2.60
5.33
4.65
4.01

2.16
6.97
3.51
3.75

2.23
11.24
1.59
3.57
2.91
8.20
1.45
1.18
1.19
2.67

2.65
2.14
4.28
2.58
4.19
2.06
4.82
3.92
4.27
3.28

2.01
2.14
3.66
1.94
3.74
1.66
3.91
2.18
3.04
2.57

2.05
3.60
4.85
2.49
3.32
2.66
3.33
2.78
5.14
3.22

3.51
13.20
1.78
—
10.20
—
2.86
—
1.38
3.87

1.36
0.64
3.38
—
3.81
—
2.07
—
3.73
2.10

1.97
1.41
4.59
—
1.93
—
3.20
—
3.22
2.52

2.29
1.39
3.93
—
4.94
—
3.41
—
5.87
3.27

All data are from the normalization experiment, except those in parentheses and are geometric means averaged across six replications of the
experiment. Slope values are equivalent Weibull ␤, which is constrained to values ⱕ8. The interocular ratio is defined as sensGOOD/sensAMB, with
values ⬎1 indicating that the good eye was more sensitive than the amblyopic (or filtered) eye. For the normal observers, italicized values indicate
ratios without an ND filter.
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3cpd

9cpd

FIGURE 2. Binocular summation ratios for amblyopic observers, using either the (A, C) conventional or
(B, D) normalization method, at (A, B) 3 or (C, D) 9 cyc/deg. Error bars are ⫾1 SE of the geometric means
of the binocular summation ratio across four or six repetitions for individual observers, or across observers
for the average (AVE).

was placed in front of one eye and the experiment repeated,
the binocular summation ratios were greatly reduced (Fig. 1).
This was probably because of the change in sensitivity caused
by the filter38; monocular thresholds for the filtered eye increased by a factor of five or more. This finding was confirmed
by the normalization method (Fig. 1), in which the binocular
summation ratio returned to normal levels. This result suggests
that with the ND filter, the process of binocular summation
remains intact, but is obscured in the conventional analysis,
which does not compensate for the low sensitivity.
Results for the amblyopic observers are shown in Figure 2 for
both spatial frequencies. Binocular summation ratios were consistently ⬍√2 for all the amblyopes when the conventional analysis
was used (Figs. 2A, 2C) and were often close to unity, as has been
found before.4,14 As expected, sensitivity was poorer in the amblyopic eye, by as much as a factor of 13 (Table 2). When the
normalization procedure was used (Figs. 2B, 2D), the binocular
summation ratios were within the normal range, exceeding √2 in
most cases. With the 3-cyc/deg gratings, the group average (geometric mean) binocular summation ratio increased from 1.09 to
1.50 across the two methods.
With the 9-cyc/deg gratings, the same pattern of results
were obtained in four of six amblyopic observers and the
group average increased from 1.15 to 1.37 across the two
methods. The weaker overall effect at 9 cyc/deg was largely
because the normalization procedure was not effective for
subjects EMD and VD. We consider the results for these two
observers further in the Discussion section.
In addition to measuring thresholds and binocular summation ratios, we also measured the slopes of the psychometric
functions (Table 2). These tended to be slightly shallower in
the amblyopic observers than the normal subjects, though in
most cases they were within normal bounds for this type of
experiment (␤ ⬎ 2).19,21,39 We discuss the importance of these
results in the next section.
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DISCUSSION
Using a binocular summation paradigm, we found that strabismic amblyopes show normal levels of binocular contrast summation for horizontal sine-wave gratings when binocular stimulus strength is normalized to the detection thresholds for each
eye. We also demonstrated that the same approach can ameliorate the loss of binocular summation in normal observers
when an ND filter attenuates the luminance to one eye.

Probability Summation and
Physiological Summation
The present experiments were designed to assess the physiological convergence of contrast signals from the two eyes. However,
a theoretical alternative that should also be considered is that of
probability summation. A thorough contemporary analysis for
2IFC was presented by Tyler and Chen,40 involving a MAX operation across channels (or eyes). For several situations, their analysis showed that probability summation for two equally detectable signals is approximately a factor of 1.2 (a fourth-root rule),
considerably less than the quadratic (√2) and greater summation
found in our study and elsewhere.18 –21 However, they also
showed that a MAX rule can produce higher levels of summation
(⬃√2) under certain plausible but specific conditions. These are:
(1) that the contrast transducer is linear, (2) that noise is late and
additive, and (3) that the stimulus that excites the greatest number of mechanisms (in this case, the binocular grating) fills the
attentional window (the set of noisy mechanisms monitored by
the observer). However, this model arrangement also predicts
that the psychometric function would be very shallow: a Weibull
␤ ⬃1.3 (i.e., a d⬘ slope of unity). Typically, we found much
steeper psychometric functions than this with both normal and
amblyopic observers (see Table 2). The model psychometric
function can be made steeper by either increasing stimulus uncertainty (the size of the attentional window) or introducing an
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accelerating contrast transducer, but both of these manipulations
result in a loss of summation by the MAX rule. Thus, probability
summation cannot account for the binocular summation measured in the present study. An interpretation in terms of linear
physiological summation is consistent with steep psychometric
slopes and high levels of binocular summation and therefore is
more likely.21

Binocularity in Strabismic Amblyopes
The results are strong evidence that binocular summation of
luminance contrast is not as severely compromised in amblyopia as is often thought. This suggests that in human amblyopes, binocular cells can be driven by amblyopic and fellow
eyes, contrary to findings from single-cell studies on artificially
strabismic cats, which indicate a substantial reduction in binocularity.6,24,25 The apparent absence of binocular summation in
previous human studies is most likely attributable to the sensitivity difference between the eyes, as we have demonstrated in
normal observers with ND filters. Presumably the filter does not
interfere with neural convergence, but reduces contrast sensitivity to such an extent that the contrast energy in the filtered
eye is too low to improve binocular sensitivity over that
achieved by the unfiltered eye. We suggest that a similar process occurs in strabismic amblyopia when monocular thresholds are substantially different in the good and amblyopic eyes.
This hypothesis is consistent with the finding that the degree of binocular summation in a group of optically reared
anisometropic behaving monkeys correlated with the interocular contrast sensitivity difference.41 In human amblyopes,
Pardhan and Gilchrist14 found that the reduction in binocular
summation was determined by the threshold difference between the two eyes. They also found evidence of interocular
suppression at threshold (summation ratios, ⬍1), which we
rarely observed in the present study, most likely because such
processes are restricted to particular subpopulations.17
As with any clinical study, there are likely to be exceptions
to the general trends. For example, the four stereoblind observers of Lema and Blake13 were deliberately chosen to have
equal contrast sensitivity functions for their two eyes and
showed no binocular summation at any spatial frequency
tested (2– 6.5 cyc/deg). The normalization procedure would
not be expected to change this, because the sensitivities of the
two eyes were the same (i.e., no normalization was needed).
Thus, it is clear that binocular summation cannot be intact in all
stereoblind observers, but that it is preserved in the observers
with unilateral strabismus in our study. Furthermore, we are
not making the strong claim that binocular summation remains
intact in all amblyopes. We have not investigated anisometropic, deprivation, or meridional amblyopes, and so the issue
remains open for these groups. It also remains possible that
binocular summation is lost in other strabismic amblyopes not
tested in our study.17

Stereopsis in Adult Amblyopes
If the binocular summation process is intact in the observers
here, why do none of them have normal stereopsis (Table 1)?
One possibility is that when stereovision is assessed, the stimuli presented to the amblyopic eye are not sufficiently above
threshold to activate stereopsis mechanisms.42,43 This explanation seems unlikely to be the complete one44 for two reasons. First, stereopsis is tolerant to differences in contrast at
high spatial frequencies.45– 47 Second, when the images are
equated for contrast at high spatial frequencies, stereopsis is
not normal, even in anisometropes.16
Another possibility is that stereo mechanisms may be dysfunctional, even though binocular summation of contrast survives.
The cortical sites of these two processes are very different; bin-
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ocular summation of neural signals occurs early in area V1; however, relative disparity processing occurs in extrastriate area V2.48
A further possibility is that the amblyopic binocular system
may be intact for horizontal structures (such as the gratings
here), but deficient for vertical structures,49,50 which are much
more important for stereopsis.51 We used horizontal gratings in
this study because they are much less prone to image registration errors due to poor ocular convergence, which becomes
increasingly problematic in normal observers as well as amblyopes as spatial frequency increases. Further experiments are
needed to assess performance with vertical stimuli, though it
might be difficult to overcome the problems of misregistration.
Such misregistration may also explain the failure of our procedure with observers EMD and VD at 9 cyc/deg. At this spatial
frequency a vertical misalignment of only 3.33 arcmin is
needed for the gratings to be in antiphase in the two eyes—a
situation that is known to abolish binocular summation52,53
and to be well within the range of normal vertical vergence
error.51,54 One alternative account is very unlikely. Since EMD
and VD had the lowest interocular sensitivity ratios at 9 cyc/deg
(Table 2), binocular imbalance cannot be the critical factor.

Cortical Development and Clinical Practice
It seems likely that balanced binocular input is a prerequisite
for the development of stereovision,45,46,55–57 which explains
why it fails to develop in strabismic children, even after patching. With normal viewing, the amblyopic eye will provide only
a weak signal, which is presumably suppressed by strong
signals in the other eye.14,19,21,58 – 61 When a patch is worn
over the good eye, the suppression from the good eye is
reduced, and the amblyopic eye will stimulate binocular cells.
Under these circumstances, however, there is no excitation
from the good eye. Thus, patching prevents the eyes from ever
working in tandem, and a balanced input is never available.
The present study suggests an alternative treatment. To
balance the eyes, the good eye must be disadvantaged, so that
it is equivalent to the bad eye. The similarity between the
strabismic amblyopes and normal control subjects with an ND
filter suggests that an ND filter placed over the good eye might
be more appropriate than total occlusion (patching). The use
of the filter is further supported by two studies on binocular
rivalry, which reached similar conclusions using ND filters.62,63
We know of no clinical trials involving this method, but a
similar approach has been made using a diffuser to blur the
image in the good eye. For example, Bangerter foils are used
occasionally in treating amblyopia.64 They can be attached to
standard spectacle lenses and produce much less psychological
and cosmetic impact than a patch. Whether the drop in luminance produced by an ND filter is critical to our results remains
unclear, but such filters can easily be calibrated to the particular sensitivity loss in individual amblyopic patients. Such a
treatment should provide equal inputs to binocular cells and
may allow the development of stereo mechanisms in children
with amblyopia (provided that the strabismus has been corrected surgically).

CONCLUSIONS
It is well known that strabismic amblyopes have abnormally
low binocular summation ratios, and this knowledge has led to
a view that their binocular mechanisms may be deficient.10,17,32,65,66 However, we have shown that when contrast sensitivity is normalized across the eyes, binocular
summation is normal, indicating that binocular contrast mechanisms remain intact. This finding has important ramifications
for best practice in the treatment of amblyopia, which we hope
to see assessed in future clinical trials.
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